Construct Circles
Focus on…
After this lesson,
you will be able to...

φ draw a circle with
φ

φ

a given radius or
diameter
determine the
diameter of a
circle given its
radius
determine the
radius of a circle
given its
diameter

The Olympic rings are an easily
recognized symbol of the Olympic
Games. Canada has hosted the
Olympic games in several cities
including Calgary in 1988 and
Vancouver in 2010. How could you
draw the Olympic rings on a poster to
advertise the Olympics?

The colours of the Olympic rings
were chosen because at least one
of these colours is found in the flag
of every nation. The five
interlocking rings represent the
union of the five major regions of
the world—the Americas, Africa,
Asia, Oceania, and Europe.

How can you draw a circle with a given radius?
Example 1: Draw a Circle With a Given Radius Using String
radius

Draw a circle with a radius the length of this line segment:

• distance from the
centre of the circle to
the outside edge
• usually represented by
the variable r
radius

Solution
The length of the line segment
shown is 6 cm.

In the middle of your notebook page,
draw a line segment 6 cm long.
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Put a push pin at one end of the line
segment.

Tie two loops in a piece of string, so that
the distance between the ends of the
loops is the length of the line segment.

Put one loop over the push pin and put
your pencil tip into the other loop.

Keep the string stretched tight as you
move the pencil around the push pin to
draw the circle.

Example 2: Draw a Circle With a Given Radius Using a Compass
Draw a circle with a radius of 5 cm.
b) How does the diameter of the circle compare to the radius?
a)

diameter

• distance across a circle
through its centre

Solution

• usually represented by

a)

the variable d

diameter

In the middle of your
notebook page, draw a
line segment 5 cm long.
This will be the radius of
the circle.

Set the point of your
compass at one end of
the line segment. Set the
point of your pencil at the
other end of the line
segment.

Hold the compass
point at its end of the
line segment as you
rotate the compass to
draw the circle.
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b)
You can use a
Draw program to
create circles on a
computer.

Measure the diameter of the circle you
drew in a). The diameter of the circle is
10 cm. The radius of the circle is 5 cm.
The diameter of the circle is twice
the radius of the circle.
This relationship could be
written as d = 2 × r.
10 = 2 × 5

How could you find the radius of a circle with a diameter of 8 cm?
b) What is the radius of this circle?
c) Draw the circle.
a)

• The diameter of a circle is twice the radius.
• The radius of a circle is half the diameter.
• You can draw a circle using
string and a pencil.

radius

radius

diameter

• You can draw a circle using
a compass.
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1.

How can you find the diameter of a circle if you know the radius?
Use words and diagrams to explain your answer.

2.

Write a set of instructions to describe how to draw a circle with a
diameter of 8 cm, using a compass. Give your instructions to a
classmate or a relative and have them draw it. Is their drawing of
the circle accurate?

3.

How would you describe what a circle looks like to someone who
cannot see?
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11.

Consider the following statement.
If the radius of a circle is doubled, the
diameter is also doubled.
Which of the following best describes
the statement? Use examples to support
your answer.
A Always true
B Sometimes true
C Never true

12.

Mandalas are used in many cultures. A
mandala is thought to bring happiness and
good luck to its owner. Draw a circle with
a radius of 10 cm. Design your own
mandala to hang in your room.

For help with #4, refer to Example 1 on
pages 268–269.
4.

Using string, draw a circle with a radius
the length of each line segment.
a)
b)
c)

For help with #5 to #8, refer to Example 2 on
pages 269–270.
5.

Use a compass to draw a circle with each
radius.
a) 3 cm
b) 5.5 cm
c) 70 mm

6.

What is the diameter of a circle with each
radius?
a) 5 cm
b) 8 cm
c) 95 mm

7.

What is the radius of a circle with each
diameter?
a) 4 cm
b) 7 cm
c) 86 mm

8.

Draw a circle with each diameter.
a) 15 cm
b) 20 cm
c) 110 mm

9.

Plot the following coordinates on a grid.
Draw a line connecting points A and B.
Use a compass to draw a circle with centre
A and passing through point B. What does
the length of line segment AB represent?
a) A(5, 0) and B(8, 4)
b) A(−2, 1) and B(4, 5)

10.

Without drawing the circles, determine
which circle is bigger. How do you know?
Circle A with r = 25 cm
or
Circle B with d = 45 cm

The word mandala is Sanskrit for “circle.” The mandala
is an old and universal symbol that stands for peace.
Many African cultures have used variations of the
mandala in their art and culture to show the
connections between people and their environment.
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13.

Draw a circle with a compass. Mark a
point on this circle and use it as the centre
to draw another circle with the same
radius. Draw a line joining the centres of
the two circles. Choose a point where the
circles intersect. Connect this point to the
centres of the two circles.
a) What shape have you made?
b) Why are all the sides of equal length?

14.

In Chinese mythology, all things are
divided into two principles, Yin and Yang.
The symbol for Yin-Yang is shown. Use a
compass to copy this symbol.

15.

Is this a circle or a spiral? It is an optical
illusion! It looks like a spiral, but it is
really a set of concentric circles. The
design draws your eye to the centre,
creating the illusion that you are looking
at a spiral.

Design your own optical illusion. Start by
constructing a circle with a diameter of
15 cm. What concentric circles might you
add? What design and colours might you
use to draw attention to the centre?

Yin represents dark and cold; Yang represents
light and heat. The two principles combine to
produce harmony in nature.

MATH LINK
The face of an Aboriginal hand-painted drum often tells
a story or shows a relationship that is important to a
family or tribe. Construct a circle and create a design that
is important to you. Try to include at least two other
circles in your design.
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Concentric circles
have the same centre
but different
diameters. One circle
lies inside another.

